
Dear All

My header is the view from Hwange Safari Lodge.  More of the story later ...

LIVINGSTONE
Mosquitoes

Over the past few months I have been listening to complaints from people who live and visit the river along The Royal 
Mile – Sichango Road.  The other day when visiting The Waterfront, I was almost carried away by mosquitoes.  I have 
never known it so bad.  

Many people are blaming the sewage ponds ... but in an article in The Lusaka Times:

Southern Water and Sewerage 
Company (SWASCO) has refuted 
claims that its sewer ponds are 
to blame for the increase in the 
number of mosquito population in 
various parts of Livingstone.
Several Livingstone residents 
have complained of swarms 
of mosquitoes in their homes, 
eating places, markets, churches, 
schools, lodges, work places and 
many other premises of habitation.
Last week, Southern Province 
Medical Offi cer Jelita Chinyonga 
said the sewer ponds as well 
as Livingstone streams namely 
Maramba and Dambwa alongside 
the broken sewer systems and 
broken water reticulated piping 
systems were potential mosquito 
breeding sites that contributed 
to the increased number of 
mosquitoes in Livingstone. ...

The Google Earth image of the area around the sewage ponds was taken in March 2016 – it doesn’t look great.  The fi rst 
four ponds seem to be clogged with water hyacinth, with only the last two ponds free-ish of weed.  I went down to have a 
look.  



Here are some pics taken yesterday (Tuesday, 13th 
September).  As shown in Google Earth, the fi rst 4 ponds 
are full of weeds.  Alongside the ponds there are some 
areas where water is collecting too ...

All this stagnant (and very smelly) water has to be a major 
breeding ground for mosquitoes.  

It is also worrying that the sewage is not being decomposed 
completely.  I am not an expert on sewage breakdown but 
I do know that it is sunlight which helps the process.  There 
can’t be much sunlight reaching the sewage with all the 
cover.   

20% of our water consumption is added onto our bill as ‘Sewerage Charge’, I think we, as residents, have a right to insist 
that the sewage ponds are sorted out ... 

Skimmers

I was on a boat cruise last week (Lady Livingstone) and 
saw, to my great surprise, a pair of skimmers on the 
end of Canary Island.  The last time I saw skimmers 
here was at least 20 years ago.  They left because 
speedboats raced along the river, leaving large waves 
which fl ooded the sandbanks where the skimmers were 
nesting.  

We need all boaters to reduce speed when approaching 
this sandbank.  Maybe a sign??  It would be great if they 
could breed and, once again, we could see skimmers 
here every year.  



ZAMBIA
Affordable Packages
Lusaka Times
 
Tour operators should introduce affordable tourism packages for Zambians to encourage more local people to explore 
their products, Zambia Tourism Agency (ZTA) Tourism Promotion Manager Jocelyn Mutinta has said.
Ms Mutinta said affordable rates for Zambians would enable tour operators to keep their premises fully booked at all times 
as opposed to maintaining higher charges and make their premises empty.

G:  This mantra is so often given out by ZTA that surely government has to look into why the private operators have high 
prices.  See my story later about leaving Zambia to go to Zimbabwe for a holiday ...

Kasanka National Park

At the far end of Kasanka National park with its Congolese 
neighbour not far away, lies an unassuming and welcoming 
home to explorers and seasoned travellers. Situated on 
the Luwombwa River, Luwombwa Lodge is home to a wide 
variety of rare and special birds who enjoy this peaceful 
place.

Be Awestruck! Less than 7 Weeks until the bats arrive!



Conservation South Luangwa

We’ve just fi nished building our new reception / visitor area and offi ce so 1. Visitors actually have something informative 
to look at and someone to talk to when they come and 2. The teams behind the scenes can get some work done. Thanks 
Edward Selfe for the great pictures.

Conservation Lower Zambezi

In August, CLZ, in conjunction with Awely - Wildlife and 
People, held the second Anti-Snare Campaign in the 
Chiawa GMA. The campaign, that took place over 3 days 
and 3 different villages, aimed to discuss the importance 
of wildlife in the Lower Zambezi and how snaring can be 
detrimental to the ecosystem and in turn, the economy 
and lives of those living in the area. The participants took 
part in drama activities and learnt important lessons from 
CLZ’s Fred Besa Kaoma and Rabson Tembo, Awely Red-
Cap Stephen Kalio and DNPW Scout, Clement on wildlife 
protection, law enforcement and snaring.
We would like to thank Awely - Wildlife and People for 
supporting us to undertake another successful campaign 
and we hope the lessons have been spread far and wide 
throughout the communities of the Chiawa GMA.

The K2 and Mwala Elephant Charge 30th September - 2nd October  2016



A safari holiday for internationals

My daughter, Bernie, brought 4 friends to Zambia for a fi rst-
time visit to Africa.  They wanted to go on safari ...  

Sadly, I had to do my well-trodden route into Zimbabwe to 
give them a guaranteed good and cost-effective time.  We 
went over to Vic Falls Town, staying at Lokathula and going 
to The Boma for a meal and entertainment.  The Boma 
has a great show with heaps of food – a lot of game meat 
– plus dancing, drumming, fortune telling and an old man 
who concocts a special alcoholic drink.  Mopane worms 
and chibuku too for those brave enough to try ...  Love the 
drumming – it is exceptionally good.  

The following morning we went to see some water going 
over the Victoria Falls on the Zimbabwe side ... And then 
we were off to Hwange National Park, to Sinamatella Camp 
with its stunning view.  

A new windmill has been erected in the valley between 
the Sinamatella ridge and the river.  It was attracting more 
wildlife than before.

While watching the valley below that evening we noticed a lone lioness.  A while later some wild dog appeared on the 
scene having killed an impala ... the lioness then stole it and the wild dog could do nothing and trotted off into the distance 
to try their luck again.  

The lodges at Sinamatella are in need of some TLC and, although some of our visitors commented on the noisy fans, 
none of them were too upset.   One of them slept on the fl oor in the main lounge rather than sleep in the stuffy bedroom.  
However, the view more than made up for it, and they all knew that Zim parks are going through a tough time.

The restaurant at Sinamatella is now open so we treated 
ourselves to breakfast before heading off in the morning.  It 
was a good English breakfast.  

Piling into the cars we trundled down the road to Mandavu 
Dam, then to Masuma Dam, then Shumba Pan.  All these 
waterholes have viewing platforms to maximise the viewing 
experience.  The solar and windmill pumps were all working 

ZIMBABWE

Lokuthula Lodges

View from Sinamatella with elephants down below

Mandavu Dam with Picnic Site

Squirrel at Masuma



well and there seemed to be plenty of water for the animals.  
The proof of the pudding, of course, will be in October as 
the heat saps the water along with very thirsty elephants.  

We visited Guvulala and found a man there working on 
repairs to the platform and then at Nyamandhlovu where 
there was a bus-load of children from a school in Bulawayo.  
Although the children were making a lot of noise and the 
wildlife was rather thin because of it, I was happy to see the 
park being used for educational purposes.  Those children 

will grow up remembering that day in the park and will, hopefully, bring their own children in years to come.  

We left the park after a long but enjoyable day to stay at Hwange Safari Lodge.  I always stay at Hwange Safari Lodge 
when I have visitors because it is so easy and they always give me a good rate.  The lodge was, about a year ago, taken 
over by Legacy Hotels from South Africa.  There didn’t seem to be many changes – the staff were the same – all smiles 
and friendly.  

The following day we were now three cars and 11 people 
heading off into the park for a trip to Ngweshla – a distance 

of around 60 km.  The route goes south through some 
lovely sandy woodland made up largely of teak and 
then opens up onto a vlei.  We stopped at Makwa Dam 
which has a new platform, Kennedy I and II then fi nally 
to Ngweshla Pan.  Along the road we saw lion, elephant, 
zebra, kudu, giraffe and warthog.  On the return we saw 
roan and sable and the icing on the cake was to fi nd a 
cheetah mum and her fi ve cubs feeding off a recent kill with 
over 50 vultures sitting in the trees waiting for any leftovers.  

Buffalo coming to drink at Masuma

Breakfast at Kennedy I

Impala and kudu at Masuma

New Platform at Makwa

Ostrich approaching Ngweshla with 14 chicks



After another night watching the wildlife from the safety 
of Hwange Safari Lodge grounds we left for the Painted 
Dog Foundation for a tour.  A 2½-hour trip brought us back 
to Victoria Falls Safari Lodge to watch the vultures and 
marabou storks have lunch, then to the Victoria Falls Hotel 
for a quick beer before going down to the border.  

This trip of 4 nights and 5 days could never have been done 
so packed-full of experiences in Zambia.  During our travels 
we discussed the reasons why.  So, here are my thoughts:

Livingstone Town and Vic Falls Town can compete on 
experiences but The Boma is amazing fun for internationals.  In Livingstone we used to have a similar operation run by 
Jane Osbourne but it failed.  Why?  Could it be the cost of doing business in Zambia?

Going in to Hwange is a 2-hour run from Victoria Falls Town.  In Livingstone, our nearest ‘proper’ wildlife experience 
is Kafue which, because the Kalomo-Dundumwense road is bad, takes about 5-6 hours to Nanzhila.  The wildlife is 
improving rapidly in Kafue south but it still does not compare to the wildlife in Hwange - sorry, but its true.  For myself, if 
I wanted to go into a park, I would always choose Kafue but for internationals I would have to plump for Hwange.  I am 
told that there are more anti-poaching patrols ongoing in Kafue south now, so hopefully, things will improve greatly in the 
years to come.  Steve Smith from Nanzhila has been stuck out in the middle of Nanzhila Plain trying against all odds to 
keep the area safe all on his own for too long.  

We must also remember that Kafue south is a fl oodplain and is only accessible for 6-7 months of the year whereas 
Hwange is used all year round.  And, then, of course, we come to my oft-told woes of all our government camps having 
disappeared.  Some of them were taken over by National Parks, some just collapsed into the bush through lack of care.  
So, again, we only have private camps in Kafue which, because of the cost of their lease fees are only able to offer 
expensive accommodation when compared to Zimbabwe.  

The picnic sites and platforms in Hwange are a boon 
to tourism.  They offer a great viewing experience at 
waterholes and they also provide loos.  I don’t mind going 
for a pee in the bush, but many internationals are not so 
keen ...

In an article many years ago, I read about black South 
Africans who rarely went to the parks because they were 
a bit scared.  It was found that a ‘proper’ hotel in the parks 
increased domestic tourism.  Hwange Safari Lodge is a 
‘proper’ hotel and it also has a barrier between the hotel 
and the wildlife.  This increases the feeling of security for its 
guests.  Hwange Safari Lodge is popular for conferences 
and the local Zimbabweans are happy to stay there.

I have also to mention the sterling work which is done 
by the NGOs in Hwange - Friends of Hwange, Painted Dog Foundation, Bhejane Trust and the Wildlife Conservation 
Organisation.  Without all their help, Hwange would have slumped.  

A quick mention about Botswana and Namibia.  Namibia still has some great government rest camps - Etosha is famous 
for them and prices are affordable.  Botswana only has government campsites and all the lodges are private (and 
expensive).  If Zambia were to look at its neighbours’ success stories, it too could have a vibrant safari experience for the 
not-so-well heeled.  And, as Jocelyn mentioned in her interview, we too could offer reasonable packages for Zambians.  

Cheetah near Kennedy II

Vulture feeding at Victoria Falls Safari Lodge

Barrier at Hwange Safari Lodge



Drones
Bigstory.ap.org

Zimbabwe and Malawi are allowing fl ights by anti-poaching drones as part of an initiative supported by Google and the 
WWF conservation group.

The drones, which resemble large model airplanes, 
have fl own in South African wildlife areas and are part of 
the Air Shepherd program of the U.S.-based Lindbergh 
Foundation. They can act as a highly visible deterrent to 
poachers fearing capture, though vast and rugged terrain 
as well as legal and bureaucratic obstacles have hampered 
some anti-poaching drone projects in Africa.

Offi cials in Zimbabwe acknowledge their anti-poaching 
efforts are in “desperate trouble” and view drones as a 
potentially effective tool to protect elephants and other 
species that are a pillar of the country’s faltering tourism 
industry, Otto Werdmuller Von Elgg, operator of the Air 
Shepherd drones, said Friday.

One drone team plans to start operations next week in 
Hwange National Park, Zimbabwe’s biggest reserve, said 
Von Elgg, director of the South African drone company UDS.

Some poachers in Hwange have used cyanide to poison elephants in large numbers before cutting off their tusks. Wildlife 
offi cials in Zimbabwe lack suffi cient funding and say they need more rangers to patrol the nation’s parks.

Von Elgg’s drones started fl ying this month in Malawi’s Liwonde National Park, which is surrounded by densely populated 
settlements. African Parks, the Johannesburg-based group that runs Liwonde, has been relocating some Liwonde 
elephants to a more secure reserve in Malawi.

The drones in Malawi can be used to chase straying elephants back into the park, as well as monitor illegal loggers who 
infi ltrate Liwonde by riverboat at night, according to Von Elgg.

The drone project is backed by WWF, which is using a $5 million grant from Google to support the use of technology in 
countering wildlife crime.

Victoria Falls Steam Train Company
Bulawayo 24

THE Victoria Falls Steam Train Company has been liquidated and its assets are set to go under the hammer on 
September 9 to pay debts amounting to nearly $1 million.

The company was registered in 2000 to operate,market 
and sell excursions on historical trains and trams in Victoria 
Falls.

Since 2014 when its tram was involved in a collision with a 
National Railways of Zimbabwe train resulting in the death 
of a tourist and injuries to 20 others, the company has been 
struggling.

The liquidator, Mr Winsley Militala of Petwin Executor and 
Trust Company said the company has total liabilities of $837 
261 against non-current assets of $294 900. ...



OTHER STUFF

TANZANIA/CONGO

Translocating 100 elephant

According to a report in the Chronicle, 100 elephant are to be 
moved from Hwange National Park to Chizarira National Park.  
G: This is a hugely expensive undertaking by government and, as 
Chizarira does not have the same protection as Hwange one can 
only wonder why?  Government states over-population of elephant 
in Hwange ...

If you remember some years ago, there was a new corridor 
researched to allow animals to move from Hwange to Chizarira.  
The project cost was US$28.81million.  Lots of documents were 
produced, but I can fi nd nothing on its implementation.  Surely, 
though, this would have been a long-term solution.

Congo-Kinshasa: DR Congo Ready for Talks On Lake Tanganyika Oil and Gas Prospects
East African

Tanzania has said the government of the Democratic Republic of Congo has agreed to talks with four countries sharing 
the Lake Tanganyika to discuss ways of extracting natural gas and oil in the lake.

Experts have warned that the lack of demarcated boundaries between countries sharing the lake could lead to disputes.

It is understood that Tanzania and DR Congo have been at loggerheads over the proposal for the two countries to issue a 
joint exploration licence for the lake. ...

Our living dinosaurs
There are far fewer African elephants than we thought, study shows
By David McKenzie and Ingrid Formanek, CNN
Updated 1138 GMT (1938 HKT) September 1, 2016

Linyanti Swamp, Botswana (CNN)Scanning Botswana’s remote Linyanti swamp from the low fl ying chopper, elephant 
ecologist Mike Chase can’t hide the anxiety and dread as he sees what he has seen too many times before. 

“I don’t think anybody in the world has seen the number of 
dead elephants that I’ve seen over the last two years,” he 
says. 
From above, we spot an elephant lying on its side in the 
cracked river mud. From a distance it could be mistaken for 
a resting animal. 
But the acrid stench of death hits us before we even land. 
Up close, it is a horror. ...

Chase, the founder of Elephants Without Borders (EWB), is 
the lead scientist of the Great Elephant Census, (GEC) an 
ambitious project to count all of Africa’s savannah elephants 
-- from the air.
Before the GEC, total elephant numbers were largely 
guesswork. But over the past two years, 90 scientists and 286 crew have taken to the air above 18 African countries, 
fl ying the equivalent of the distance to the moon -- and a quarter of the way back -- in almost 10,000 hours.  

Prior to European colonization, scientists believe that Africa may have held as many as 20 million elephants; by 1979 only 
1.3 million remained -- and the census reveals that things have gotten far worse. 
According to the GEC, released Thursday in the open-access journal PeerJ, Africa’s savannah elephant population has 
been devastated, with just 352,271 animals in the countries surveyed -- far lower than previous estimates. 
Three countries with signifi cant elephant populations were not included in the study. Namibia did not release fi gures to the 
GEC, and surveys in South Sudan and the Central African Republic were postponed due to armed confl ict. 
In seven years between 2007 and 2014, numbers plummeted by at least 30%, or 144,000 elephants. 
And the specifi c cases are even more disturbing: 
In the Selous Game Reserve in Tanzania, and Mozambique’s Niassa Reserve, elephant populations have plummeted by 



more than 75% in the past ten years as poachers cut down 
family herds, according to the survey. 
The Babile Elephant Sanctuary in Ethiopia hasn’t lived up to 
its name: Chase and the team counted just a single herd of 
36 elephants -- the last in the Horn of Africa,  ...

“When you think of how many elephants occurred in areas 
10 or 20 years ago, it’s incredibly disheartening,” says 
Chase. 
“Historically these ecosystems supported many thousands 
of elephants compared to the few hundreds or tens of 
elephants we counted.” 
The current rate of species decline is 8%, meaning that 
elephant numbers could halve to 160,000 in nine years if 
nothing changes, according to the survey -- and localized 
extinction is almost certain. 
Even before the census offered proof, scientists calculated 
that far more elephants were dying than being born. Now the 
species has reached a tipping point.  ...

Have a good two weeks 

Gill
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